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Core-a-Gator Features
Premium Lightweight Folding Tables
8
Four shock-absorbent ABS plastic
corner guards (see cut-away
illustration on p. 2.3.6) and four
apron bumpers help protect tops
when tables are stacked.

Core-a-Gator table tops feature a
patented, three-piece ABS plastic
construction securely bonded by
a temperature- and moistureresistant adhesive (see p. 2.3.6
for a detailed illustration and
information).
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ABS plastic edge molding design
helps protect tops while enabling
tables to accept apron clips.
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A 1" x 2 13⁄16" extruded aluminum frame provides added
strength to the table.

3 Sturdy 1 1⁄4" tubular steel wishbone-style legs deliver stability and support. 18" wide tables are equipped with
Virco’s C-leg; round tables have 1 1⁄2" vertical legs.
6
Sturdy plastic glides.

5
Patented gravity lock for extra
safety when legs are extended
and table is in use.
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Model Number

Top Size

611872

18" x 72"

34 lbs

611896

18" x 96"

40 lbs

612472

24" x 72"

39 lbs

613060

30" x 60"

39 lbs

613072

30" x 72"

45 lbs

613096

30" x 96"

54 lbs

613672

36" x 72"

50 lbs

613696

36" x 96"

61 lbs

6160R

60" Round

55 lbs

6166R

66" Round

63 lbs

6172R

72" Round

70 lbs

30" x 72"

48 lbs

30" x 96"

58 lbs

613072ADJ

Metal-to-metal leg-to-top connection
for durable, reliable performance.

613096ADJ

Adjustable Legs*
Adjustable Legs*

Net Weight

* Adjustable leg models provide a 21" to 31" top height.

For information on mobile storage equipment for Virco folding tables, see sections 6.1.1 & 6.2.1 of
this reference guide.

COLORS AND FINISHES
See the current Reference Guide price list for
information on colors and finishes.
ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS
No assembly required.
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OPTIONS
• Nebula smooth top surface.
Extended lead times and minimum quantities apply. Contact
your Virco Sales Representative for more information.

AVAILABILITY AND LEAD TIMES
See the current Reference Guide price list for availability
and lead time information.
Specification sheets are available upon request.
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Core-a-Gator Features (cont.)
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Advantage

Shock Absorbent ABS Plastic Corner Bumper
Sturdy, reinforced corner construction resists denting, splintering and
related damage.
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Edge Mold Design
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Decorative Edge Banding

Adjustable Leg Models
Selected Core-a-Gator tables - including models 613072ADJ
(30" x 72"), 613096ADJ (30" x 96"), - come with convenient adjustable legs that readily enable a top height
ranging from 21" to 31" in one-inch increments. Virco's
easy-to-use adjustment mechanism, as illustrated at left,
works without the use of wrenches or other tools.

A generous edge mold design allows tops to accept apron clips.
The Core-a-Gator's attractive edge banding stands up to scuffing and scratching.
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Edge Mold Bumper
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Durable ABS Plastic Top

An inner ABS edge mold bumper gives table added protection.
Strong, lightweight ABS plastic provides a long-lasting, colorfast top surface.
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Wishbone Leg

C-leg

Straight Leg

For 18" wide tables

For round tables

Apron Stacking Bumper
An ABS bumper in each corner helps protect the tops of stacked Core-a-Gators.
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Aluminum Frame
A lightweight, extruded aluminum frame adds strength and support to the table.
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Durable ABS Plastic Bottom
Like its top, the Core-a-Gator bottom is made for rugged, reliable performance.
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Unique Corrugated ABS Center
A patented core design unites first-rate strength with convenient,
lightweight utility.

For 24", 30" & 36" wide tables

Innovative Gravity Lock

Round Table Leg-Features

10 Strong Adhesive Bond
Extensive bonding areas between top and bottom surfaces deliver
superior durability.

11 Metal Leg Attachment Plates
Legs are anchored to the underside of the table top through multiple
metal plates.

Core-a-Gator Smooth Top Information
Core-a-Gator® table tops with smooth, writable surfaces - as well as our standard stipple
surfaces - are constructed of tough, lightweight ABS plastic. And while components made
from this substance deliver consistently reliable performance, smooth-surface ABS products
are also susceptible to superficial scratching. That's why Virco developed our Nebula
smooth-top surface, which resists the cosmetic defects associated with such scratching.
Although Nebula is our standard smooth-top color, Virco will supply smooth-top tables in
non-Nebula colors at the customer's request. Please remember, however, that because
they're not warranted against scratching, marring or related defects, tables with these cosmetic imperfections are not returnable.

Patents pending

Locking Mechanism for Wishbone and C-Leg Designs
Virco's patented locking mechanism adds strength, security
and convenience to our wishbone and C-leg designs. When
setting up tables, simply unfold each leg with an outward
motion to extend the hinges and engage the gravity-lock
pin. To return legs to a folded position, set the table on its
side and push the gravity-lock pin toward the table top. This
will disengage the pin from its locked position, allowing you
to easily complete the folding process.

Round Core-a-Gator tables have a convenient spring clip mechanism that
securely locks unfolded legs in position
(top). Folded legs are held in place by
injection-molded retention clamps for
safer movement and storage (bottom).
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